STREET SCENE EQUIPMENT,INC.
365 McCormick Avenue
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626
Phone (714) 426-0590 Fax (714) 426-0591

INSTALLATION

BIG BOY FENDERS
FORD DUALLY
1999 - 2008
SUPER DUTY

INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See special instructions for paint Prep. ) Parts that have been
installed, prepped, or painted are not returnable.
INSTRUCTION FOR PART NUMBERS

950-72160
950-72161
950-72162
950-72163

950-72164
950-72165
950-72166
950-72167

VERY IMPORTANT ! Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

PARTS LIST
1
1

RH Big Boy Fender
LH Big Boy Fender

1
1
1

Instruction Sheet
Fiberglass Paint Prep Sheet
Street Scene Decal

TOOL LIST
10 MM Wrench, 11 MM Wrench, 13 MM Socket, Ratchet, Phillips Screwdriver, Door Panel Removal Tool

NOTE:
It is not necessary but it will make the job easier by removing the outer dual tire.
1. Remove the inner fender liner from the inside of dually fender. Remove the phillips head screw from each
end of the liner at the edge of the fender. Using the door panel removal tool pry out the push in fasteners
securing the liner and remove. Save all fasteners for reassemble.
2. Reach in and disconnect the wire loom from clearance lights on fender.
3. At the bottom of fenders on the underside of vehicle, there are three attachment bolts and nuts at each
end that secure the dually fender to the side panels of bed. On each end one bolt will also secure the
metal support brace. Remove all bolts and nuts.
4. Remove the ten 10 MM nuts ( five at each end ) in the inside of the bed panel that secure the fender to
the panel. You will have to reach up inside with a wrench to get to the upper bolts. Save all nuts.
*********** 5. On the short bed models it will be necessary to disconnect the fuel filler hose from the fender.
6. In the inside of dually fender there are two metal retaining strips that secure the dually fender to the bed
panel. Loosen the three 11 MM head bolts on each strip. DO NOT REMOVE Lift the dually fender up
and remove being carefull not to scratch the bed side with the mounting studs on each side.
7. Set the OEM fender with the outer side down and remove the side marker lamps by sliding the metal
retainer back. Remove the ten mounting studs with plastic retainers by sliding then inward being
careful not to break or damage. Save all retainers.
8. Install the side marker lamps on your Big Boy ™ fenders. It may be necessary to sand off any high
spots so that the metal retainer will slip on. Make sure the amber lamp goes on the front side and the
red to the rear.
9. Install the mounting studs w / retainers on the Big Boy fenders.
*********** 10. On the short bed model loosen the hose clamps on the fill and vent hoses on the fuel fill.
11. Hang the new fender on the bedside on the metal retaining strips alligning the studs with the holes in
bedside. Finger tighten ONLY at this time.
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IMPORTANT
12. When securing dually fender on bed side start at the bottom and work up. Install the mounting bolts
from the bottom up on the bottom of dually fenders to the bed side panel. Snug up. Install the nuts
on the inside of bed side to mounting studs. Work up from the bottom. Snug up.
13. Once you are sure of the positioning of the Big Boy fender, tighten all nuts and bolts. Remember you
are tightening fiberglass, so DO NOT over tighten and crack fender.
14. On the short bed extend the fuel filler to contact the inside of fender. Install mounting hardware. Tighten
clamps on fill hose and vent hose loosened in step 10.
15. Re-connect the wire harness to the side marker lamps and check light operation.

NOTE:
Wider inner fenders liners are Available Street Scene Part Number 950-72168. These
will fit all the Big Boy fenders. Use hardware removed in step one when installing

**********

NOTE:
6 1/2 FT. BED ONLY

